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Bílé klobouky 1. ledna odvetily obojživelnou útočnou loď třídy Wasp,

která na Štědrý den zaútočila na Guantánamo Bay, ochromila

843stopého monstra, jak seděl ukotvený u pobřeží Venezuely, a

zničila vrtulníky a vyloďovací čluny na lodi, Real Raw News to řekly

zdroje z kanceláře generála Erica M. Smithe.

Generálové Berger a Smith, řekl, začali plánovat reakci téměř

okamžitě poté, co námořní hlídkové letadlo identifikovalo agresora

jako USS Boxer, mamutí plavidlo, které prošlo rozsáhlou

modernizací mezi červnem 2020 a prosincem 2021. Ačkoli bylo

technicky přiděleno k 13.  expedici Force, jednotka White Hat,

Boxer se stal majetkem Federal Emergency Management Agency

poté, co BAE dokončila renovaci. White Hats věří, že armáda loajální

k režimu vycvičila FEMA, aby provozovala mnoho boxerských

systémů. Nepřátelé zajatí během obléhání GITMO při výslechu

odhalili, že FEMA umístila na palubu lodi 1500 agentů a že Boxer byl

umístěn poblíž venezuelských přístavů Guanta a Cabello,

průmyslových zubů v rozsáhlém ropném průmyslu země.

Dne 26. prosince se generálové Berger a Smith sešli, aby vypracovali

odpověď, ale měli různé názory na to, jakou úroveň síly použít.

Generál Smith, řekl náš zdroj, doporučil znovu zadat dva

torpédoborce třídy Arleigh Burke ovládané White Hat, aby

bombardovaly Boxer granáty a řízenými střelami, dokud nebude on a

všichni na palubě posláni do vodního hrobu. Gen. Berger na druhé

straně navrhl to, co nazval „měřenou odezvou“ – deaktivovat Boxer,

aby mohl být později zachycen a opraven jako aktivum, a přitom se

vyhnout nadměrným ztrátám na životech. Řekl, že potopení

amerických lodí a ostřelování amerických lodí s řízenou střelou by

vyvolalo nechtěnou národní kontrolu a riskovalo by šíření

mezinárodní krize, protože Boxer už byl zpět ve venezuelských

teritoriálních vodách.

"Gen. Smith chtěl poslat tu loď do Lockeru Daveyho Jonese, ale

odložil to generálu Bergerovi, protože ještě nepřevzal oficiální

velení,“ řekl náš zdroj.

námořní
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O den později se generálové poradili s admirálem Ericem T.

Olsonem, velitelem Velitelství speciálních operací USA, a

jednomyslně se shodli, že jednotky Navy SEAL jsou nejvhodnější pro

splnění cílů generála Bergera, zvláště když Boxer kotvil 1 km severně

od Puerto Cabello. Dne 27. prosince dorazily dvě jednotky SEAL –

přibližně 32 mužů – do Valencie jižně od Cabella a pronikly mezi

obyvatelstvo. V zemi, jejíž inflace vyletěla z 11 % v roce 1985 na 2 000

% v roce 2021, mluvily peníze hodně; SEALs rychle získali místní

informátory, kteří mluvili o velkém počtu Američanů sponzorujících

místní bary a restaurace. Někteří „opilí“ Američané mluvili o

příslušnosti k válečné lodi Spojených států.

Jednotky SEAL rychle vydedukovaly, že většina posádky Boxeru

vystoupila a byla buď někde na venkově, nebo byla převezena do

státu. Usoudili, že Boxer má základní posádku.

Ráno 1. ledna pronikli SEALS pomocí podvodních infiltračních saní

do Boxeru. Okamžitě napadli a zabili 12 agentů FEMA na palubě, pak

prorazili můstek a velitelskou kabinu. Navy SEAL, řekl náš zdroj,

zastřelili 27 pracovníků FEMA, než nastražili výbušniny do strojovny.

Sabotovali také lodní munici a umístili nálože do dvou helikoptér Sea

Stallion a dvou AV8-B Harrierů na letové palubě. Zastřelili 6 dalších

agentů FEMA a 5 zrádných členů námořnictva, když se zapojili do

běžící přestřelky. Žádní členové SEAL, řekl náš zdroj, nebyli při

invazi zabiti ani zraněni.

Jakmile bylo jasno, SEALs na dálku odpálili výbušniny, deaktivovali

motory a zbraně boxeru, aby zajistili, že již nebude představovat

hrozbu pro jednotky Bílého klobouku.

"Poslali jsme Deep State jasnou zprávu: vyzvěte nás a čelte

následkům," řekl náš zdroj.

(Navštíveno 44 331 krát, 1 899 návštěv dnes)
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They should have just unplugged the spark plug wires or

disconnected fuel lines to all craft to disable it as we all know that a

liberal BH would never figure that out. That way the WH’s could just

commandeer it later and sail it out of port for a newly acquired asset.

All you did in your post is display how little you know about the

military.

Great article Michael. I’m blown away how powerful the deep state is.

This will definitely put a dent in the evil they are doing. I’m glad to

see that the deep state is getting hammered hard. Hopefully soon

they will all be captured or killed in battle.

No, that is NOT a strong enough message. Fight fire with fire.

Destroy the weapons the enemy uses against you and eliminate as

many enemy combatants as possible without causing an

international incident.

I agree, but things are also a little different when the enemy has

media control. Easy to do things that are too OTT for the AIDS media

to even spin, like hanging the Clintons. A little harder when you’re

killing no-names. That they can spin with the general public in its

current state. The indoctrinated will believe quite literally anything.

Wouldn’t it have been better to fly the aircraft off the deck and back

to Guantanamo?

 
If they are killing all the opposing personnel on board,

 
why not commandeer the ship and sail it away?

I’m glad that Gen Berger is still there.

 
Smith seems like a hothead!

I agree, if they took out all the personell onboard, why not just drive

it intact to GITMO. They could have just drove it away and parked it

at GITMO.
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Maybe even keep a few captives alive to question and examine to

make sure they wheren’t clones of some sort. They might have got

something useful out of them and the ship.

Really? How would they know if they took out all of the crew? If you

were them, wouldn’t it be safer to just disable the ship and get the

hell out of there? It would only take one hiding crew member to

inflict major casualties on unsuspecting Seals trying to sale a ship of

that size back to Gitmo. They did the right thing.

Good comments, but we do need to get the attention of the idiots in

Washington…….Smith wants to hurry and get the job done.

“They” “kill” to silence. “They” forgot, Dead do Tell tails. They

whisper in the wind and speak more languages, after passing. I see

what’s truly happening. “FEMA” the dumb ass bird on the left, wants

to LEARN WAR FARE, after sitting and watching others Guide Or

Defend, Others. Extremely (I can’t emphasize how Extreme,

INFINITELY “longer” than the average hmmm, individual Life-Form

can comprehend as being REAL) long time ago, almost every

PERSON, was/is an ANIMAL. Now, Racism, is so EXTREME,

YOU/Wi All FORGOT, there is ONE SPECIES!!! One KINGDOM!!!!

The ANIMAL KINGDOM!!!! Nebulas are The OLDEST RACE!!!! But,

STILL, an ANIMAL!!!! Anywho, think about the movie 5th wave.

These pricks are hiring innocent PEOPLE/ANIMALS, and lying

about the “enemy”. Are the Arch-Angels, now the “archenemy”??? I

KNOW, that General, BLACK HELMET, 3 STARS, is a JESSOP, not

“patton”!! I went to boot camp with that kid, former army, failed

MARINE!!! No where near JESSOP CALIBER!!! Fact, White Hats,

got complacent, complacency “kills”. Black Hat or White Hat, DO

NOT BE AN ASSHAT!!! Dragons, are REAL, the “myth” KIND,

KINDRED KIN, to this “thing”. Please, do not demand that I TRUST

IN YOU, when You no trust in I. Hmmm???? Do not “THINK”,

erroneously, that my PARTICLES, ATUMS, or MOLECULES are to

be bought, sold, or traded. Every single MANIFESTED, ANYTHING,

is mine. Your “be lie fe”, is not required. I AM, The DEEP STATE,
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and I OWN THE “EARTH”!!!! I AM The EARTH!!!!! Not a single

solitary SOUL, but, I, can say that, without being a liar!!! It is

HERESY to destroy the PLANET, YOU WERE PUT IN

STEWARDSHIP OF. Did You listen to my FATHER?? My MOTHER?

My WIFE??? My SON?? My DAUGHTERS??? My BROTHERS??? Do

I have children I do not know about???? Ladies, test tube babies and

Nannie’s, do not make You a “MOTHER”, it makes You an egg donor,

just like the worthless sperm donors. I was labeled as one, due to

serving as a MARINE, The PHARAOH, the CAPABLE, ABLE

TACTICAL SENTRY-CATS. 1 of 10,000!!! A CUSTODES. Legions of

INFANTRY ARE STANDING BY TO ASSIST!! Why are the STAR

GATES, and VESSELS, simply watching??? Why the watered down

version, of what’s really happening???? Hmmmm, because my way,

involves chain swords, heavy bolters, and I name them!!! Mercy

was/is, a SWORD!!! The Freedom of Religion??? What “religion” has

the freedom or make “be lie ve” “right” to lie??? To rape??? To

cheat??? Or to steal anything, from anyone??? Ever heard of the Life-

Form, the Dryad named Hu?? Do You know what a Dryad is? How

about a DRUST??? How many GALAXIES ARE IN MY UNIVERSE??

INFINITE, and EXPANDING. Baphomet is a PLANET, not a

“demon”. If any person, PLANETS, are PEOPLE, steals energy from

another, it’s vampirism!!! RAPE!!!! Stop!!! Stop violating THE

GOLDEN LAW, and fuck hidden laws!!! No more SECRETS!!!! Do it,

no reason to lie!!

 

Berger is equal to Ike, and Smith is equal to Patton and to show off

his “Tuff guy” military appeal, but this scenario is like the Doolittle

raid on Tokyo, to give the white hats and the people that the black

hat rats are the run now and the last great battle to snatch Pelosi, was

a miserable failing dud with lots of state of the period miltary

equipment…..gone and what’s left of the Fema herd is scattering in

the jungle…….wut’ta a dandy winning plot battle..!
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Boo-ya! That’s how ya do it, I do like the Davey Jones Locker option

also. Excellent job Military, nice to see the Bad Ass Seals using their

skills

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 11 hours ago by Delavic

I think just beginning. I trust Gen Smith will use more resolve going

forward, we don’t need a military war in America.

Accordingly, he had to take a backseat and Gen. Berger mildly

overruled Smith’s idea because “he had not officially taken

command”. Works for me, so long as the mission was accomplished

with nary a casualty on our side. PTL for that.

But, Berger’s cooler mind solution prevailed for the BOXER TO BE

CRIPPLED. GEN. Smith’s way could have caused an international

incident.

 
Seems to me the hot head and cool head– make the solution for

getting on with plan.

Ohh, how wise you think you are.

You would have sided with Chaimberlain and Halifax, while the

Nazis raped looted and plundered England into slavery.

Smith is what America needs.

And you would roll over when asked! What do you think will work

better…??? Your lack of skill or a guy willing to use his! Hmmm!

That’s what I thought!

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Exactly! He would like his cake and eat it too! That’s the problem…

WE THE PEOPLE ARE NOT WILLING TO SACRIFICE

OURSELVES AND FIGHT FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF THIS

COUNTRY AND THE ONES WHO WILL INHERIT IT!

‘WE THE PEOPLE’ are ready and willing to join the fight to take

OUR Country back! We are waiting for the ‘battle cry’ as good

soldiers do, we don’t have the big big guns but we are here and

waiting for OUR time.

President Trump is trying not to go to battle, he wants us to keep our

heads below the crowd. He wants us to get each states people to get

off their hinny’s push their Govenor’s to do a recount of the ballots or

reelections. That’s how he wants the battle to be won………what are

you doing to get that job done? Think smarter NOT work harder.

Hot blood keeps evil at bay.

You and your cool-head 501c3 churchy-church Bullshit is what has

allowed this evil to fester and grow like a turbo-charged cancer.

LOVE your rhetoric, EdBob–we are all sick from nicety nice

 
BS!!! THANK YOU for blowing up the TRUTH in all of our faces–it’s

time to destroy the evil & cut-out the cancerous DS rot!!

” International incident ” That would be EXECELLENT, ABOUT

FUCKING TIME, the AMERICAN PEOPLE , THE ENTIRE PLANET

NEEDS TO KNOW WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON. The Whie

Hats and JAG supposedly have had TRIBUNALS and EXECUTED

some people with ZERO PROOF, ZERO PROOF! An International

Incident WOULD FINALLY EXPOSE WHAT HAS reportedly been

going on or NOT .The White Hats and JAG would NOW have to

prove what the fuck they are doing. Berger , JAG and DJT are finnaly

going to have to level with the American people, NO MORE

BULLSHIT, and if they were lying, NOW THE TRUTH, if they were

lying, they get to stand before US MILITARY COURTS and

TRIBUNALS , that would be Berger, JAG and DJT. It is long past
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time to get this PARTY STARTED, Gen, SMITH IS RIGHT ON. If

these AMERICANS ARE TRAITORS , ENEMY COMBATANTS ,

THEN KILL THEM , EVERY FUCKING ONE OF THEM, KILL

THEM IN THE FIELD OF BATTLE . If the mopes and candy-asses at

RRN have a PROBLEM with this approach, FUCK THEM TOO, WE

ARE AT WAR , GET THE FUCK OUT OF THE WAY, SLOW-

PLAYING BERGER needs to retire ASAP! Berger needs to GET THE

FUCK OUT OF THE WAY, CAN’T USE YOU! GO DO SOMETHING!

While we are on the topic, GO TAKE DOWN AND TAKE OUT the

ENTIRE FBI, use VIOLENT FORCE, EXERCISE EXTREME

PREJUDICE , DO THE SAME TO THE USDOJ , FEMA, DEA, ATF ,

IRS , while doing this go after the criminal and corrupt ELEMENTS

OF THE US INTELLIGENCE APPARATUS. This OPERATION

NEEDS TO BE EXERCISED WITH GREAT FEROCITY , TACTICAL

PRECISION WHILE EXERCISING EXTREME PREJUDICE,. As this

is going on start doing the same to local and state TREASONOUS

ASSHOLES using TRUSTED US MILITARY VETERANS.

A great action! Now, they’ll double down, or quite this tactic. My

guess is they will stop this sort of stuff and try different.

LOTS of US MARINES and US MILITARY died under Berger’s

command, YOU ALL NEED TO REMEMBER THAT, when you

praise him. Yes soliders die in BATTLE, but under Berger, ……there

are questions.

Just a guess here: But, that does seem the most logical approach,

however; there must be some compelling reasons why that has not

been tried, or, perhaps it has and we just don’t know about it.

Yes. General Smith should have prevailed. He will from now on.

 
Puerto Cabella is a Venezuelan naval base with naval frigates and

smaller warships ported on the docks. Since Venezuela permitted

that attack on Gitmo from Port of Guanta, then allowed the attacking
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ship to reenter a Venezuelan port, they should have suffered

retaliation, the two ports destroyed and the Boxer with the Arleigh

Burke Tomahawks.

Nations siding with the Deep-State need to quickly learn there will be

extreme pain when caught backing the wrong side.

Good point. Venezuela has/is playing a role in all this and need to be

dealt with. For now, it appears, for the sake of the operation, mums

the word with anything to do with the government of Venezuela.

Someone once said, “Vengeance is best served cold”. Let them think

that all is well; then come back give them the rod of God.

Venezuela will get their punishment eventually. Patience is a virtue

this is a behind the scenes war. No need to feed the MSM for now. If

all this is true when in plays out Venezuela should get their well

deserved Democracy back.

Retaliation against Venezuela at this point is a bad idea. The Deep

State needs less friends in this fight and creating a martyr out of an

entire country that would be on their side would be completely

foolish.

The ENTIRE COUNTRY does not have to be martyred, but we can

entirely destroy Venezuela’s ports and harbors, NO PROBLEM, that

puts them out of use for quite some time. NO sea traffic in or out of

socialist Venezuela, They can then bitch to the DS.

Good thought, remember obama tried to get rid of folks like Berger

and Smith………yes, they were made for a time like this…..

Davey Jones locker or Hades or Abaddon is all ok for any members

of the deep state.

Does that possibly mean the white hats are going to change the DS’s

control / use of the D.J. Locker?

 
Meaning, the W. Hats can now refit the Boxer when they want to? I
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am pleased the Boxer did not have to die. But, what a shame they

could not fly those very expensive Harriers outta there for their own

use on Gitmo.

Some of the eqpt O’Biden left in Afghanistan is showing up on eBay

and other sites. Yep.

Thank for the informative article, by the way, your photo of the ship

“USS Boxer” is a WW 2 Essex class aircraft carrier and not an

amphibious assault ship. There was an Essex class carrier named

Boxer CV-21 which is the ship in this photo and it was scrapped in

1971.

Here is an open source image of the current carrier:

 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Boxer_(LHD-

4)#/media/File:US_Navy_110818-N-ZS026-

035_The_USS_Boxer_steams_across_the_Indian_Ocean.jpg

I think anybody with any knowledge whatsoever can see it’s a carrier,

not a cruiser. Not everybody pays close attention though, so thanks,

Quality. It’s there for the connection, not for perfection. I was on the

Boxer CV-4 in 1968, allegedly manned by brig rats for a shakedown

cruise, they were damned good sailors.

What is this ”QUALITY CONTROL SHT BRAIN ” Baxter can use

what ever photo Baxter decides to use, Who really gives a sht

anyway, It’s the account of the incident given to him. Thank you Mr.

Baxter.

No seals were injured – nice job, fellas! Now let’s tow that hunkajunk

back into US waters and get her ready for bringing the heat. I’d like

to see HER, personally – delivering the death blow to the dark ones.

That would be great Karma to use this ship to punt the DS back to

whatever rock they crawled out from under!

Why do they call ships,”Her”? Doesn’t the Navy have any “He”

ships……..?
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All this and a detailed story in just one day.?? I wonder, but hope its

true. Some say they dug deep and didnt even find anything of an

attack at Gitmo.

His clone was hanged at GITMO along with Big Mike. The real one

died about 8 years ago from a brain aneurism. I received a call on a

Sunday, the morning he died.

The Imposter Joe Biden, has brown eyes it seems the person under

the mask is Barack Obama. He has brown eyes. The original Joe

Biden had blue eyes. When you look closely at his ears you can see

the tabs of the Mask.

Wow! That’s huge news. I knew that he had clones, but I wasn’t

aware that the original had died.

We think the Military took him out in about 2014/15.

 
Remember Trump talking about his birth certificate.

 
Not sure that’s been confirmed.

When they get around to separating Barry and Big Mike with a

crowbar, then they’ll get to it.

Wonderful! I hope Smith and Berger continue to confer with one

another. Their different viewpoints are valuable it seems to me.

I agree. They make a good team. Berger sticking to his values to

minimise loss of life, and Smith pushing to the limit to get the job

done.

NO , Berger needs to leave, he can go spend the money he made on

DJTs , NFTs

The response was General Berger’s measured response…… and a very

important distinction between the two leadership styes has been

defined. General Berger has a careful and a bit timid approach to

conflicts whereas it appears that General Smith is a rapid fire
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responder…… different approaches and hopefully they will find the

right balance for the right jobs….. congratulations for the beautiful

execution of the job

I think the marines are just catching on more as it goes along to how

deadly they have to be to win this war.

General Berger been at it for so long loose of white hats and all he

knows the death that comes with the job and it hurts him that is why

he is low key in his thinking. But a great leader too.

hat ship would be a great weapon in the white hats arsenal. BTW

enemies = the enemy within you’ve heard tell about.

It was a White Hat assest and ship loaned out the FEMA

CRIMINALS

soooo…it looks like gen. Smith is head on with black hats as VVP in

the ukr. past 2-3 months it’s war !!!not special.ops any more..I

believe if MSM did not start report true…gen.Smith on his time will

come up with EAS/EBS….

Last edited 11 hours ago by sejmon

I just can’t muster any sympathy for the FEMA traitors killed. Makes

me wonder how many traitors are now stranded on Venezuelan soil.

Let them rot there.

CIA will have them flying First class back to the states right quick ,

this would be the right time to shoot those flights with FEMA ON

BOARD , OUT OF THE SKY.

Why Berger needed to preserve the life of traitors? And afraid to

draw scrutiny from anyone and create international crisis???no

wonder almost nothing gets done under his leadership… I prefer

Gen. Smith’s idea… Send all traitors to Davey Jones’s locker.
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Venezuela is controlled by CIA anyway..so there will be no

international crisis if WH needs to finish off all of 1500 FEMA agents

and NAVY traitors

Eye for eye..blood for blood….use Islamic doctrine

Yes, Lucky Star is right–we have had ENOUGH of the pussiefooting

around to not stir up the swamp–we need BIG ACTION NOW, no

more pussyfooting, Take the evildoers out now!!!

If this type of operation is possible please tell us Why a similar

operation cannot be carried out against the treasonous traitors

gathering in the US Senate and the House of Representatives?

Good question, Alex. Answer: They’re being used to draw out the

latent Deep State. At the right time, they too will face their maker.

Thanks Tom. It’s seems a bit puzzling why, when there is a

predetermined ‘gathering’ of DS known supporters and traitors, like

at the fake WH Soriee in Georgia where they captured NP, that they

can’t (or don’t) get all of them which would boost patriotic moral

more than all the time-lagging and foot-dragging which happens

with metered-out stories can do. Yes, I understand the need to drag

them out too. Ugh!

Go check out the list of Dems retiring after many were defeated in

the mid-terms. President Trump endorsed more than 200 candidates

and only about 25 or so didn’t win. No one talks about that

Retiring will not keep them from the white hats military tribunals.

What has to be, let it be. God please have mercy over the just and

punish evil acording to your will. Amèn

Just make sure they round up and bring back the treasonous “cargo”

for prosecution at Club Gitmo.
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The shit show continues.

Happy New Year same as the old year.

 
Public blackout on real news? Or is this fake news? I would think if

they were less than a mile from land the local media would have

picked up on some explosions offshore.

 
I’m confused as usual. Who wouldn’t be. Supposedly all these

executed people are still alive with their clones doing the same things

and the US military fighting each other in Venezuela waters. MB

prints some big names as executed but we are to accept clones acting

in their place as the new normal.

spiritual and mind war, you will not understand it untill you do the

research to see truth!

I would suppose many of us share your confusion tn, & historically

speaking, many public figures use hired doubles~ been going on for

decades, maybe longer. Not to mention, the media like to use old

clips, CGI, etc & so forth.

 
The “clone” thing is creepy & weird for sure, & the depths of it- or

validity- may never be made public. It could also just be “for show” as

we seem to be finding out more & more is. Hard to digest, if it is true,

& why so much else over the years has been kept from the public~ to

avoid mayhem, shock, etc. Not agreeing w/it, simply trying to grasp

it all as well.

The development of clones, human clones, started with Dolly the

sheep many years ago. I remember when that was announced and

some people said: “What next? Humans?!” There is a lot online about

cloning if you have an interest. Then the research, study and practice

went underground. There are many drawbacks to having clones, not

the least of which is that they deteriorate fairly rapidly. On the other

hand, you can “grow” a new person fairly rapidly also. Also cloning

from a clone has not proven to be overly successful although I

suspect there is a lot of research in this area. Big argument; does a

clone have a soul? Can a clone become pregnant and give birth to its
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own kind? The Chinese do a lot of work with clones as well as robotic

replications of humans that look very realistic. I think there was one

of Hillary.

You must admit that 32 seals take over a vessel that is 850 feet long

and normally carries 1500 crew is a bit Ramboish. With no injuries.

Another chapter in the movie or something. I have been taught to not

believe everything you read because there is always something added

or left out.

 
The entire clone/double/cgi/masked actor thing is crap. If anyone is

convicted for treason or sentenced to be executed and is, then all the

replacements go away also. Dead is Dead.

The covid tests are really for CLONING , yes that is right the PCR

COVID TESTS are Cloning devices , this has been revealed at the

NIH web site.go to bitchute, thebigawakeningQ ,- channel

“Cloning….They Can Delete You….! ” Dec. 29 , 2022. This will

infuriate you. Take Care

name one specific thing either has ever said that actually happened?

just grifter nonsense.

SG Anon says we need another pandemic to bring us all around. I

stopped listening from that moment.

Venezuela, being a communist state under a dictator, has no free

press. No such thing as “local media” who are going to do anything

other than what Maduro tells them to do.

What MB is asking you to accept is nothing more than the Deep State

told us about in their movies and TV shows for the last 50 years.

Juan O Savin calls bullshit on these so called high profile gitmo

executions. He just recently said not happening.

There have been Truthers saying that there will be a battle of the

Deep State Military vs. The White Hat Military. Here is the evidence.

It has begun.
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ev·i·dence

[ˈevədəns]

 
NOUN

1. the available body of facts or information indicating

whether a belief or proposition is true or valid:

Yeah, Buddy. That’s what I wanted to hear. Had they sunk the ship

with all hands aboard, I would not have shed tears.

Me either. I would have sunk that ship on sight during the first

attack. Zero loss of men on our side,and every one of those 1500

fema bas—-s would have been GONE. Instead, they had to track

them all down. Who wants a ship full of guillotines and blood and

haunted souls? It took alot of manpower and resources to chase that

ship down, alot of men on our side could have been lost for the sake

of a ship (though thankfully not) and all that paid for by taxpayers..

It could have cost a tiny, tiny fraction of what it did and would have

been over in seconds. Oh well, I am just a little woman, what do I

know? They did the right thing in hitting back ALMOST right away

though I would say.

I would make a post , but my last one regarding this issue did not

survive the moderators. So I will spare you my bullshit,…..this

time.LoL

If this kind of operation can be successful against traitors Why

cannot this same type of operation be done against the traitors

gathering in the US Senate and the House of Representatives?

The US Senate and House are owned by the zionist satanist jews, so

they would have to check with DJT first. He brokers the deals when it

comes to the zionist santaist jews. DJT is CONFLICTED , he has

DIVIDED LOYALTIES

I was hoping for a swift and appropriate response from Berger and

Smith! Thanks, Michael, for the work you do on my behalf!
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NO , Gen Smith has convictions, this is very good with someone that

acts with authority and makes critical decisions. This is something

you may not understand.

I was actually quite excited and impressed in reading this narrative.

Thank God for the loyal Navy Seals along with Generals Berger and

Smith who collaborated on this mission.

Awesome!! That’s the way to get things done! The DS demons think

we don’t know they turned FEMA into another renegade agency to

murder and maim Americans!! They can’t even report their dead.

How do people explain the missing?? So far, the White Hats have

crippled them at every turn. They are monsters created by Obama.

Praying always for our country and all the patriots. Especially those

who put themselves in danger to help us!!

Remember the articles on W’s military tribunal when W found out

over 7000 were killed in the towers on 9/11, and he was shocked

because it was double the anticipated number of kills, he didn’t know

how to justify the losses, and Rummy and Cheney had to conspire to

lie to the American people about heir families’ massacres so W could

get his cut of the profits and get reelected?

 
It was the same with Noname. He could not justify the excess losses

of POWs he claimed did not existed when he told Nixon how many

people were left behind in Vietnam after he was released, so he lied

about how many were left behind. He had political aspirations that

he did not want infringement on. The North Vietnamese wanted

money from Nixon to release the POWs, and Nixon went to

Congress, but Congress never approved the money. The North

Vietnamese then killed the POWs, or shipped them to other

Communist countries like North Korea or China or the USSR, but

they still have to be recovered; and that’s why the families were not

letting go of this matter. They were lied to by Noname.

 
There were still more POWs locked up over there, and families were

clamoring for him to get them released back to them because the

military has records on every single service member over there since
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the Vietnam War. And yet he refused to have them searched for,

passing bills for laws not to allow any investigations to take place to

ascertain life of death in these areas.

 
That’s sick. Even the military was cut off at the knees when trying to

retrieve and recover their dead.

 
When Senate hearings were set up for the POWs’ whereabouts,

NoName and Kerry and every other senator concerned with the

hearings would walk away as soon as the speakers began, because if

they stayed and heard, that meant they had to acknowledge they

were still there and had to get them back, and they didn’t want to do

that — which would also reveal the extent of NoName’s treason in the

Hanoi Hilton for 5.5 years where he divulged secret plans and

missions to the Vietcong over 32 times in recordings, and that would

have ruined his career and presidential aspirations. He did not want

that,

 
either.

 
Yet another reason NoName hated Trump for calling him out on his

treason in Vietnam, and Meghan and Cindy McCain, who defended

Noname to the hilt, revile and despise Trump for being so honest

about going after the traitors.

His dad and Grampa , both US Navy ADMIRALS WERE REAL

PIECES OF SHIT TOO, start with the USS Liberty attacked by Israeli

jew kikes in 1967. FUCK THE McCains

Well done.

Sorry for the loss of Americans, but if they were traitorous, not too

sorry. Their families will have insurance policies.

Keep after the bastards and don’t let ‘em up for air!

I’m sorry to inform you those killed were not Americans. They were

traitorous weak minded communists. It was absolutely not a big loss.
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Rozhodující údery jsou to, co je potřeba! 

Nemůžeš vyhrát válku šmejd. 

 
Děkuji vám generálové! 

 
Nezapomeňte, máte MY LIDÉ!

 

 


